Abstract. This study had each sensor distinguish each event through a fast analysis of the data sensed by each sensor in this condition. For this purpose, clustering was made with sensor data, and first, internal variance of event cluster classified by each sensor was calculated, and how this changed with the passage of time was checked. Next, the cluster of each sensor sensing the same event was compared. Through this process, the sensed event could be more clearly distinguished. This study suggested the measure to divide a small quantity of sensors when it senses the several events. This measure can be used as application for the small mobile vehicle or robot to sense the peripheral situation.
Introduction
In a ubiquitous sensor network or the Internet of things environment, sensors sense and report meaningful events. When the various events are sensed in the several sensors, the measure to distinguish the several events including the sensor data should be suggested. This study can be conducted in the data stream environment. The sensors sense and report the event by the passage of time at a certain interval. In the condition that the sensor reports consistently, the measure to analyze rapidly is needed. The event included in the sensor data should be identified and analyzed, so the meaning should be classified. This study aims to contribute to the efficient context inference by distinguishing each event through a rapid analysis of this condition. To achieve this goal, clustering about sensor data should be conducted, and the result values of clustering based on the sensor values should be compared and the measure to optimize is suggested. By through this process, the sensed event can be more clearly distinguished. By comparing the results of analysis for each time slot, the process of the situation can be inferred.
This study is composed as follows. In Chapter 2, the related researches were determined, and in Chapter 3, multiple sensors and the multiple events and division measure which were suggested in this study were described. In Chapter 4, the experiment and evaluation were conducted and the conclusion was shown in Chapter 1.
2

Relevant studies
The clustering can be defined as the process that 'the point which has similar characteristic with the given data points in the multidimensional space should be clustered in the same cluster, and the point which has each different characteristic should be clustered in the other cluster [Lee, Seok-ryong, Lim, Dong-hyeok, Jeong, Jin-wan]. The clustering can be classified with five types largely, first, Partitioning Methods are corresponding to k-means, k-medoids, CLARANS techniques. Second, the Hierarchical Methods are corresponding to BIRCH, CURE, CHAMELEON. Third, the Density-based Methods are corresponding to DBSCAN, DENCLUE, OPTICS. Fourth, the grid-based Methods are corresponding to STRING, WaveCluster, CLIQUE. Fifth, the Model-Based Clustering Method is corresponding to EM(Expectation-Maximization) [3] , [6] , [7] , [8] .
CLARANS is based on the randomized search, and it is the clustering technique which was designed to increase efficiency by reducing the search space using two users input arguments. BIRCH is the multi-phase clustering technique to generate the hierarchy data structure which is called CF-tree by scanning the database, and any clustering can be used for clustering the terminal node of CF-tree. This technique is the first technique to effectively process the peripheral point in the database areas. DBSCAN tried to minimize the domain knowledge required for deciding the input arguments, and the cluster of any shapes can be generated by distributing the data point. The basic idea should include the determined minimum number of points in a given radius of each point in the cluster. Therefore, this technique needs only two input arguments(number of radii and minimal points) [3] , [4] , [5] . CLIQUE is the technique to identify the dense cluster automatically in the subspace of the given higherorder data space. In other words, there may be the cluster in the subspace though there is no cluster in the given space, and it must be the appropriate technique. As the input arguments, the global density limit value for the grid size and cluster dividing the space is needed. The ideas about the clustering in the part space are extended as the concept of the clustering, and it is the technique to select the specific parts dimensions closely associated with the data point and to find the cluster of this dimensions [1] , [2] .
Weighting Method in the Risk Recognition
If the several events are sensed by 2 or more sensors, the measure to divide the several events included in the multiple sensor data should be required. The number of sensor that can be mounted are not extremely limited, but it should consider the environment which cannot furnish the mass of the sensor. This study suggested the measure to divide a small quantity of sensors when it senses the several events. This measure can be used as application for the small mobile vehicle or robot to sense the peripheral situation. The algorithm which is suggested by this study is as follows.
The thing that sequentially obtained data is put in the stream form can be assumed , and the time to flow in can be assumed . Where the data means set of sensing values which is reported by the sensor mote.
According to the existing method, the element in , and n sensors were processed by using average of obtained value from the sensor.
This study suggested the measure to process the sensor n as the single parameter as follows. By considering the internal and external variance between and center which were generated in about the obtained data values with the continuing data stream form, it can be processed as the single parameter by deciding the weighted value based on the accuracy and precision.
Definition of internal variance
When , internal variance .
The above internal variance value can be defined as measuring a type of sensor in time-slot internal.
Definition of external variance
When ,
External variance .
This study assumed data which was sensed by 2 or more sensors. It conducts the arithmetic operation to calculate the external variance from the center values of clusters which were formed by each sensor. The external variance value means the variance between the clusters which was formed by the obtained data values from each different sensor. In the condition to consider the internal variance, and each sensors can send each different value which has regular error in the same situation. The obtained each different value form each different cluster. But the obtained each different value is by sensing consequentially same situation and event. Therefore, considering the variance in the classified cluster by each different sensor, how the sensed clusters are far from each other can be known. Being far away means classifying the same event with different cluster. So the external variance is related to the accuracy. In other words, it means that the accuracy will decrease as the external variance increased.
This formula can simplify 2 sensors, and it means the average of calculating distance from total average of cluster about each cluster of each sensor. This value can be considered as special case of from the definition of the above external variance mathematically. So it can define the weighted value as the following formula.
According to these results, the data which is processed by the single parameter is as follows.
The value which was divided as the sum of the raw data after calculating the inner product of weighted value and single data can be applied to all data. This processing value has the following properties.
The sum of (for all i), and all processing values is 1. ( ) and all processing values have the value in the closed domain between 0 and 1.
An Experiment and evaluation
Details of the experiment: it sensed the sound data including three events through two sound sensors, and it is reported as the host. Each sensor sensed same three events and the information of three events are included in the data stream reported by sensor. The sensing time interval was 0.1 second. The time interval about data stream reported sequentially was 30 seconds. 300 raw data is included in each time interval, and 3 events are mixed with this raw data. The experiment conducted clustering based on this data, and the division measure suggested by this study was applied.
As a result of an experiment, the following fig. 1 is a graph of the entire raw data sound sensors 1 and 2 sensed reported. Two sensors of A, B sense the sound, it was reported that can sense 10 times per 1 second. Three kinds of events were included in this sensing data. Thus, this study aims to divide the events mixed with the data lump. What was proven through the above experiment was that when several sensors included several events in the data stream, this could be classified into each event.
Conclusion
This study had each sensor distinguish each event through a fast analysis of the data sensed by each sensor in this condition. For this purpose, clustering was made with sensor data, and first, internal variance of event cluster classified by each sensor was calculated, and how this changed with the passage of time was checked. Next, the cluster of each sensor sensing the same event was compared. Through this process, the sensed event could be more clearly distinguished.
